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STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

2017 No. 522

The Judicial Pensions (Fee-Paid Judges) Regulations 2017

PART 14
THE FEE-PAID JUDICIAL ADDED SURVIVING ADULT’S PENSION SCHEME

CHAPTER 3

ACTIVE JASAPS MEMBERS

Purchase of added surviving adult’s pension by active JASAPS members

123.—(1)  A notice given under regulation 117(2) by an active JASAPS member (“M”) must
specify—

(a) M’s assumed contribution commencement date;
(b) M’s assumed retirement age;
(c) the number of qualifying fee-paid days which M proposes to work each year to the period

ending with the date on which M reaches M’s assumed retirement age; and
(d) the number of units of added surviving adult’s pension which M intends to purchase.

(2)  The maximum number of units which an active member may purchase in the JASAPS is the
amount which the administrators determine would produce a pension equal to a sum calculated in
accordance with the formula—

          
where—
(a) A is—

(i) where M held a single judicial office on the assumed contribution date, the salary which
would have been M’s appropriate annual salary if M had retired on that date;

(ii) where M held more than one judicial office on the assumed contribution date, the salary
which would have the highest appropriate salary of these offices if M had retired on that
date; and

(b) Y is M’s reckonable service between the date on which M first held eligible fee-paid judicial
office (or 7th April 2000 if later) and date on which M reaches M’s assumed retirement age
(assuming that M works the number of qualifying fee-paid days notified under paragraph (1)
(c)) expressed in years and fractions of a year to four decimal places;

(c) Z is—
(i) if M is purchasing added years, the number of added years which M would have

purchased by the date on which M reaches M’s assumed retirement age, or
(ii) if M is not purchasing added years, nil.
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(3)  The date on which M is to start payment of periodic contributions (“the periodic contributions
start date”) must—

(a) be within 12 months of the date on which M gives the notice, and
(b) be agreed between M and the administrators.

Cost of added surviving adult’s pension by active JASAPS members

124.—(1)  The contribution payable by an active JASAPS member (“M”) for each unit of £1,000
of added surviving adult’s pension is to be determined in accordance with the formula           .

(2)  If M’s assumed retirement date fall’s on M’s birthday, A is determined as follows—

Step 1
In Table 2, treat the reference to the age last birthday at the date of commencement
of contributions as a reference to M’s age last birthday on the assumed contribution
commencement date.

Step 2
Use Table 2 to work out A by reference to M’s age last birthday at the assumed contribution
commencement date and M’s assumed retirement age.

(3)  If M’s assumed retirement date does not fall on M’s birthday, A is determined in accordance
with the formula—

            
where—
(a) X is determined as follows—

Step 1
In Table 2 treat the reference to the age last birthday at the date of commencement of contributions
as a reference to M’s age last birthday at the assumed contribution commencement date,

Step 2
In Table 2 treat the reference to the assumed retirement age as a reference to M’s age last birthday
before M’s assumed retirement date,

Step 3
Use Table 2 to work out X by reference to M’s age last birthday at the assumed contribution
commencement date and M’s age last birthday before M’s assumed retirement date.

(b) Y is determined as follows—

Step 1
In Table 2 treat the reference to the age last birthday at the date of commencement of contributions
as a reference to the age last birthday at the assumed contribution commencement date,

Step 2
In Table 2 treat the reference to the assumed retirement age as a reference to M’s age next birthday
after M’s assumed retirement date,
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Step 3
Use Table 2 to work out Y by reference to M’s age last birthday at the assumed contribution
commencement date and M’s age next birthday after the assumed retirement date.

(c) Z is the number of complete months between M’s last birthday before M’s assumed
retirement date and M’s assumed retirement date.

(4)  The contribution payable for a part unit of added surviving adult’s pension is to be the amount
determined in accordance with the preceding paragraphs multiplied by the appropriate decimal
fraction.

Contributions by active JASAPS members

125.—(1)  An active JASAPS member (“M”) may purchase added surviving adult pension by
way of—

(a) up to three lump sum payments, made within three years beginning with the date on which
M gave notice under regulation 117(2) (but no more than one lump sum payment may be
made in one calendar year), in respect of contributions relating to the period beginning
with the assumed contribution commencement date and ending with the day before the
periodic contributions start date; and

(b) periodic deductions from fees, beginning on the periodic contributions start date, in
relation to contributions relating to the period beginning with that date and ending with
M’s assumed retirement date.

(2)  The aggregate amount of lump sum payments which M may make under paragraph (1)(a)
is the smaller of—

(a) the amount equal to the sum of the amounts determined for each tax year during the period
beginning with the assumed contribution commencement date and ending with the day
before the periodic contributions start date in accordance with the formula—

              
where—
(i) FI is M’s annual fee income for the tax year in question which is subject to income

tax, or if lower, the permitted maximum for that tax year, and
(ii) C is the sum of any contributions made by M to any other judicial pension

scheme (including voluntary contributions schemes) in that tax year, excluding any
contributions made by the member in accordance with regulation 3 of the Judicial
Pensions (Contributions) Regulations 2012; and

(b) the amount calculated in accordance with the formula—

              
where—
(i) C is the cost of one unit of added surviving adult’s pension (an “added unit”),

determined in accordance with regulation 124(1);
(ii) D is the number of added units which M has notified to the administrators under

regulation 123(1)(c);
(iii) E is the period between the assumed contribution commencement date and M’s

assumed retirement date, expressed in years and any fraction of a year;
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(iv) F is the period beginning with the assumed contribution commencement date and
ending with the day before the periodic contributions start date, expressed in years
and any fraction of a year

(3)  For the purposes of paragraph (2)(a)(i), M’s “annual fee income” is the total of the fees paid
to M in respect of qualifying fee-paid days in the tax year concerned

(4)  The maximum aggregate amount of periodic contributions M may make under paragraph (1)
(b) is calculated in accordance with the formula—

          
where—
(a) C is the cost of one added unit, determined in accordance with regulation 124(1);
(b) D is the number of added units which M has notified to the administrators under

regulation 123(1)(c);
(c) E is the period between the assumed contribution commencement date and M’s assumed

retirement date, expressed in years and any fraction of a year;
(d) F is the period beginning with the periodic contributions start date and ending with M’s

assumed retirement date, expressed in years and fraction of a year;
(e) X is the difference between the maximum amount which M could have contributed under

paragraph (2) and the amount M actually contributed under that paragraph.
(5)  M may only make periodic contributions to the JASAPS during any period when M has a

spouse or civil partner to whom benefits could be paid under the JASAPS.

Valuation of benefits for active JASAPS members

126.—(1)  When an active JASAPS member (“M”) who has purchased units of added surviving
adult’s pension dies, M’s surviving spouse or surviving civil partner is entitled to receive additional
pension under the JASAPS.

(2)  When M dies, the administrators must calculate the number of units of added surviving adult’s
pension M has purchased by dividing the total contributions made by M under regulation 125(1) by
the cost of a unit of added surviving adult’s pension determined under regulation 124(1), and notify
the surviving spouse or civil partner of that amount.

(3)  The annual amount of additional pension per unit is £1,000.
(4)  Added surviving adult’s pension is payable at the same times and intervals and in the same

manner as the surviving adult’s pension under the principal scheme.
(5)  If M retires on the ground of ill-health or dies before the assumed retirement age, M is to be

credited with the number of units of added surviving adult’s pension notified to the administrators
by M under regulation 123(1)(c).

(6)  Paragraph (5) does not apply during any period where M has ceased making periodic
contributions.

(7)  If M ceases to make periodic contributions M may apply to the administrators to make periodic
contributions again but any application to start to make periodic contributions again—

(a) may not be accepted if M has reached the assumed retirement age;
(b) may not result in M purchasing more added units than were being purchased before M

ceased to pay periodic contributions; and
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(c) must be accompanied by a declaration signed by M stating that M has no reason to believe
that health may prevent continuation of service until the assumed retirement age.

(8)  If M’s application under paragraph (7) is accepted by the administrators, this Chapter applies
separately to those contributions and the value of the surviving adult’s pension purchased with them.

(9)  If an application by M under paragraph (7) to resume making contributions has been accepted
and M subsequently—

(a) retires on the ground of ill-health or dies within 12 months of the date of starting to make
periodic contributions again, or

(b) dies or retires on the ground of ill-health because of an incapacity which M became subject
to within 12 months of that date,

paragraph (5) does not apply unless the administrators are satisfied that the declaration given in
accordance with paragraph (7)(c) was made in good faith.

(10)  If M ceases making periodic contributions before reaching assumed retirement age for
reasons other than death or retirement on the ground of ill-health—

(a) then the administrators must—
(i) calculate the amount of units of added surviving adult’s pension (“added units”) that

M has purchased by the date of cessation, by dividing the total contributions made
by M under regulation 125(1) up to the date of cessation by the cost of an added unit
as determined under regulation 124(1);

(ii) notify M of that amount, and
(b) at the date of cessation M must be credited with the number of added units of benefit

calculated under sub-paragraph (a).
(11)  For the purposes of this regulation, part units of added surviving adult’s pension purchased

by a member must be valued on a pro-rata basis.

Refund of contributions

127. If M’s total contributions exceed the amount necessary to purchase the smaller of—
(a) the amount of added surviving adult’s pension notified to the administrators by M under

regulation 123(1)(c), or
(b) the maximum amount of added surviving adult’s pension permissible under

regulation 123(2),

the administrators must refund the excess contributions to M’s estate.
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